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God has spoken through all the ages, through many
prophets, like Moses and Elijah and John the Baptist
and Jesus Christ His Son. I think the living God is
speaking to us, and I believe that Reverend Moon is
the instrument of God. Through him God is speaking
the most wonderful revelation concerning God's
modern-day dispensation. Therefore, through him
many messages are coming; the meaning of the
symbols and parables of the Bible are becoming clear.
We tell people what we believe a way of life truly
centered on God and Christ is. In this way we believe
that true happiness and joy can be derived. Young
people respond to it very well, because they can see
the spirit of dedication to God and Christ in joy. We
can communicate that joy to young people.
Furthermore, they are very much intrigued and
impressed by the love and the new expression of God
and Christ. They hear the meaning of the Bible and
the words of Jesus becoming relevant to their own
life. They see our bubbling enthusiasm.
We have gathered members of our movement who
have the highest professional skills in putting this
program together. They really communicate their
tremendous spirit of joy in God and Christ. This is
what they are radiating. It becomes contagious. We
have sessions of studying the Bible, and furthermore, we even raise the funds to support our program. It is
therefore a really strenuous schedule for our young people.
They are very happy to be part of something very unique and I am very proud of their spirit. I really feel
proud to be able to do this wonderful work for God and Christ. I think it is one of the greatest things that I
have ever witnessed. These young people, once they are motivated, they can do things that are impossible
otherwise.
Our movement, the Unification Church, is the fast-growing mother organization. The Sun Myung Moon
Christian Crusade is the outreach arm of the Unification Church International. We have so many members
around the world and are the fastest growing faith in our modern day. Young people have been moving
away from the organized churches. But our movement attracts mostly young people. I think this is really a
wonderful thing.
We have missions in 40 different countries and in three years we will go to 120 different nations. In
America thousands of young people are coming to the realization of God and Christ and are centering
their lives on God. This is really wonderful!

